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M2 Scientifics Proudly Announces New Scientific Supply Website

JENISSON, Mich. - Jan. 21, 2015 - PRLog -- M2 Scientifics (www.m2scientifics.com), proudly
announces the release of a new website and ordering features, resulting in an even more superior experience
for the company's broad array of clients.

The new and improved website has a modern, clean design optimized for mobile and tablet devices. Even
with a database of thousands of products, navigation and search has been refined. Searches by category,
product, brand and more are quickly completed and pricing is available for all users without having to setup
a user account. Social integration allows for easy sharing with colleagues, purchasing managers, students,
and friends. An easier quote process has also been employed, and an online quote request can be submitted
for a single or group of multiple products quickly. Product lists can be created allowing easy reference and
quick reorder, further increasing the speed and efficiency of the shopping experience. Order history and
invoices are saved and recalled easily by simply registering for and placing orders with a free member
account. Live chat allows immediate access to customer support from any point on the site.

“From the very beginning stages of M2 Scientifics, we set out to change the way lab supplies, tools, and
equipment are showcased for online searching and purchasing,” shared Jon Mosher of M2 Scientifics, “and
continuing to invest in our customer base's experience is a great example of our commitment to the end
users we ultimately serve.”

M2S provides a wide array of pipettes, vials, petri dishes, equipment (such as centrifuges, evaporators,
homogenizers, and vortexers), lab safety products, instruments, pegboards, and storage solutions to
laboratories in various industries. Private sector labs, hospitals, electronic product development, medical
testing and research, life and forensic sciences, and ecological studies are some of the industries in need of
the products supplied by M2S.

M2 Scientifics, LLC is the online source of laboratory equipment and supplies for the medical, forensic,
research, product development, manufacturing, and ecological industries. Offering “Your Tools for
Discovery”®, M2S is a new kind of lab supplies dealer providing trusted brands at discount prices, the
convenience of online shopping, and world-class customer service. M2 Scientifics can be found online at
www.m2scientifics.com and on Facebook and Twitter.

For more information, contact:

Jon Mosher

M2 Scientifics, LLC

855.379.9080

Local: 616.379.9080

press@m2scientifics.com
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